Danceartists Students Testimonials about Online classes at Danceartists

I have really been loving the online classes with Ms. Joanna, the time she has spent on all of the
tiny integral details that make up all of our movements has been really helpful and enjoyable for
me! I feel like the intense honing is really helping me to better understand and strengthen the
biomechanics of my muscles, both mentally and within my body. I love how heavily we can still be
training these things with Ms. Joanna even in limited space because she has taught me that they are
matters of millimeters, and I feel like the situation has almost forced me to put more value on those
millimeters in a way that has helped a lot! This training has definitely been so valuable to me, both as
a student of Ballet and as a person ! I am so glad that there has been an opportunity to continue it in
this time!
Marina Gatesy-Davis Dancertists Graduating Student 2020~ Utah University Ballet beginning 2020
In online classes with Ms. Joanna I have been able to really focus on small details that add that little bit
extra to my movements. I feel that I am given very precise corrections that allow me to progress a lot
without being physically at the studio. Online classes with Ms. Joanna have been enriching and I believe
that I have gained a lot of valuable information and made progress with the way I move.
Through my online Private Coaching with Ms Joanna I have felt that I have been able to really focus on
the smallest details. I have very much enjoyed this experience and I feel that I have been able to make
small, finite corrections that make big differences to my movements.
Rowen Sadlier Danceartists Pre-Professional Student

Virtual classes with Ms.Joanna have allowed me to keep training and dancing during quarantine.
In Ms. Joanna’s online classes we have been able focus heavily on all of the small details that build a
strong technical foundation in ballet. I am so thankful for these online classes that have allowed me to
continue learning and improving.
Pearl Madnick—Pre-Professional Graduating Student 2020 Joffrey Ballet School Scholarship

